Shutter Splat
take a snapshot of Ranger Warsaw and win

Contest rules
General assumptions
1. The contest is organized by Ranger Warsaw paintball team.
2. The contest aims to select the best photos made in the season 2013, on which Ranger
Warsaw players appear.
3. The photos need to be sent to the email address: konkurs@rangerteam.pl
4. The e-mail should contain your personal data (name and address) along with a note: "I
declare that I am the author of the submitted photos and I own copyrights to them. In
addition, I agree to publish them by the contest organizer for promotional and marketing
purposes.”
Contest rules
5. The contest starts on April 8, 2013 and ends on September 21, 2013.
6. The contest is composed of three stages - two preliminary stages and the final.
7. The first preliminary stage begins on April 8, 2013 and ends June 12, 2013.
8. The second preliminary stage begins on June 20, 2013 and ends on September 11, 2013.
9. Each participant may submit up to 10 photos per each preliminary stage.
10. Among all of the submitted photos for each of the two preliminary stages, the organizer will
select five photos per stage, among which, by voting on Facebook, will be selected three best
photos per stage that go into the final.
11. The final begins on September 12, 2013 and ends on September 20, 2013.
12. In the final voting on Facebook the contest winner will be chosen.
13. The formal announcement of the winners and the awards ceremony will be held on
September 21, 2013, during the final tournament of the Polish Paintball League (PLP).
Prizes
14. The contest finalists will receive stuff from Jerseys Clinic or Planet Eclipse.
15. The contest winner will receive air tank from Stako Paintball and gift voucher from Jerseys
Clinic.
Final provisions
16. In the contest may not take part Ranger Warsaw nor Ranger Kids players.
17. In Facebook voting can participate only people who like Ranger Warsaw fanpage.
18. The dates listed in the contest rules are subject to change.
19. In case of a draw / disputed situations at any stage, the final vote belongs to the organizer.
20. The organizer reserves the right to change the terms of the contest.
21. All contest changes will be posted on Ranger Warsaw fanpage:
www.facebook.com/RangerWarsawTeam

no one fights alone

